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PHYSICAL REVIEW D, VOLUME 65, 124015
Detecting microscopic black holes with neutrino telescopes
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1Bartol Research Institute, University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware 19716
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and Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
3Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California, Irvine, California 92697

4Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin, 1150 University Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin 53706
~Received 5 March 2002; published 5 June 2002!

If spacetime has more than four dimensions, ultrahigh energy cosmic rays may create microscopic black
holes. Black holes created by cosmic neutrinos in the Earth will evaporate, and the resulting hadronic showers,
muons, and taus may be detected in neutrino telescopes below the Earth’s surface. We simulate such events in
detail and consider black hole cross sections with and without an exponential suppression factor. We find
observable rates in both cases: for conservative cosmogenic neutrino fluxes, several black hole events per year
are observable at the IceCube detector; for fluxes at the Waxman-Bahcall bound, tens of events per year are
possible. We also present zenith angle and energy distributions for all three channels. The ability of neutrino
telescopes to differentiate hadrons, muons, and possibly taus, and to measure these distributions provides a
unique opportunity to identify black holes, to experimentally constrain the form of black hole production cross
sections, and to study Hawking evaporation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.65.124015 PACS number~s!: 04.70.2s, 04.50.1h, 13.15.1g, 96.40.Tv
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I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility that we live inD541n.4 spacetime
dimensions has profound implications. In particular, if gra
ity propagates in these extra dimensions, the fundame
Planck scaleMD at which gravity becomes comparable
strength to other forces may be far belowM4;1019 GeV,
leading to a host of potential signatures for high energy ph
ics @1#.

Among the most striking consequences of low-scale gr
ity is the possibility of black hole creation in high-energ
particle collisions @2–9#. In most gravitational processe
such as those involving graviton emission and exchan
analyses rely on a perturbative description that breaks d
for center-of-mass energies ofMD and above. In contrast
black hole properties are best understood for energies a
MD , where semiclassical and thermodynamic descripti
become increasingly valid@10#. In principle, then, black
holes provide a robust probe of extra dimensions and l
scale gravity, as long as particle collisions with center-
mass energies aboveMD;1 TeV are available.

Nature provides interactions at the necessary energie
the form of cosmic rays with energies above 1010 GeV. In
collisions with nucleons, these cosmic rays probe center
mass energies exceeding 100 TeV, beyond both current m
made colliders and those of the foreseeable future. Cos
neutrinos may create black holes deep in the Earth’s at
sphere, resulting in spectacular signals of giant air showe
ground arrays and fluorescence detectors@11–15#. With a
handful of events, standard model~SM! and most alternative
explanations may be excluded@11,15# by comparison with
rates for Earth-skimming neutrinos@16–18#, and with more
events, black holes may be identified through their sho
characteristics@12#. Bounds have been derived@14,15# from
the absence of such showers in current data from Fly’s
@19# and AGASA@20#. For conservative fluxes and the ge
metric black hole cross section, the AGASA data requ
0556-2821/2002/65~12!/124015~11!/$20.00 65 1240
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MD*1.3–1.8 TeV forn>4, the most stringent constraint t
date@15#. At the same time, the Auger Observatory, sche
uled for completion by 2004, may observe tens of black h
events per year@11,14,15#. Related phenomena related
p-brane production may also be observed in cosmic r
@21,22#.

Here we examine the possibility of detecting and study
black holes produced by cosmic neutrinos in neutrino te
scopes. Several large-scale neutrino telescope projects
underway, including IceCube@23# in the Antarctic ice, and
ANTARES @24# and NESTOR@25# in the Mediterranean.
Among the many possible black hole signatures, such de
tors are most sensitive to contained hadronic showers
through-going muons and taus from the evaporation of bl
holes produced in the Earth’s crust. The possibility of bla
hole detection in neutrino telescopes has recently been s
ied in Ref.@26#; where possible, we will compare our resul
to those of Ref.@26# below. For a preliminary study, see als
Ref. @27#.

For TeV-scale gravity and conservative flux assumptio
we find that IceCube could detect several black holes
year. These rates may be enhanced by larger fluxes, and
servable rates are possible even given a postulated expo
tial suppression factor in the black hole cross section@28,29#.
The relative event rates in the three channels may differ fr
the SM, and the energy and angle distributions of black h
events are also distinctive. These will not only help ident
black holes, but may also constrain parameters such asn and
MD , and determine if suppression factors in the cross s
tion are present or absent. The search for black holes
neutrino telescopes therefore complements black h
searches in other cosmic ray detectors, as well as sear
for the effects of perturbative gravity processes at center
mass energies belowMD @30–33#.

II. BLACK HOLE PRODUCTION AND EVAPORATION

In D541n dimensions, gravity is described by the Ei
stein action
©2002 The American Physical Society15-1
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SE5
1

8pGD
E d41nxA2g 1

2 R, ~1!

whereGD is theD-dimensional Newton’s constant. To defin
the fundamental Planck scaleMD , we adopt the convention

1

8pGD
5

MD
21n

~2p!n
. ~2!

In the most straightforward scenarios@1# with flat extra di-
mensions of equal length, TeV-scale gravity is excluded
n51 by solar system tests of Newtonian gravity. Astrophy
cal bounds@34# on supernova cooling and neutron star he
ing provide the most stringent bounds forn52 (MD
*600 TeV) andn53 (MD*10 TeV). Forn>4, the most
stringent bounds are from collider searches for perturba
graviton effects@35–37# and cosmic ray bounds on blac
hole production@14,15,19,20#. These constraints are eac
subject to a variety of theoretical assumptions~for a com-
parison and discussion, see, e.g., Ref.@15#!, but the most
stringent of these require roughlyMD*1 TeV.

To determine event rates for neutrino telescopes, we m
first model black hole production and evaporation. For p
duction by cosmic neutrinos, we follow the analysis of R
@11#. Black holes produced in parton collisions are typica
far smaller than the length scales of the extra dimensio
These black holes are then well approximated
(41n)-dimensional solutions. The Schwarzschild radius
a (41n)-dimensional black hole with massMBH and van-
ishing charge and angular momentum is@38#

r s~MBH
2 !5

1

MD
FMBH

MD
G (1/11n)

3F 2np (n23)/2GS 31n

2 D
21n

G 1/(11n)

. ~3!

We assume that two partonsi and j with center-of-mass en

ergyAŝ form a black hole of massMBH5Aŝ when they pass
within a distancer s( ŝ), leading to a geometric cross sectio
of @5,8,9#

ŝ~ i j →BH!~ ŝ!5pr s
2~ ŝ!. ~4!

Evidence from analyses of axisymmetric@39# and off-axis
@40# classical collisions, an analysis in a simple mod
framework @41#, and a string calculation@42# suggests tha
this picture is valid semiclassically and is not subject to la
corrections @43#. Modifications for non-vanishing angula
momentum and spinning black holes have also been foun
be small@15#. However, Voloshin has argued@28,29# that the
cross section could be suppressed by the factore2I , where
the action is

I 5
S

n11
5

4p MBH r s

~n11!~n12!
, ~5!
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with S the black hole entropy. This implies vanishing cro
sections in the classical limit, contrary to the evidence no
above. To explore the impact of modifications to the bla
hole production cross section, however, we consider ca
both with and without this suppression.

The neutrino-nucleon scattering cross section is then@11#

s~nN→BH!5(
i
E

(xminMD)2/s

1

dx ŝ i~xs! f i~x,Q!, ~6!

where

xmin[MBH
min/MD*1 ~7!

parametrizes the minimal black hole mass for which we
pect a semiclassical description to be valid,s52mNEn , the
sum is over all partonsi, and f i are the parton distribution
functions. The cross section is highly insensitive to choice
momentum transfer@11#; e.g., the choicesQ5MBH @9# and
Q5r s

21 @13#, lead to cross section differences of only 10
to 20%. These cross sections are typically also insensitiv
uncertainties at lowx. For example, even extremely hig
energy neutrinos with En;1010 GeV probe only x
*(1 TeV)2/1010 GeV2'1024, within the range of validity
of the CTEQ5 parton distribution functions we use@44#.

Cross sections for black hole production by cosmic n
trinos are given in Fig. 1. The SM cross section fornN
→lX is included for comparison~dotted curve!. As a result of
the sum over all partons and the lack of suppression fr
small perturbative couplings, the black hole cross sect
may exceed SM interaction rates by two or more orders
magnitude.

Note that in our conventions, the cross section rises
increasingn and fixedMD . In conventions where the funda
mental Planck scale is taken to beM* with

1

GD
5M

*
21n , ~8!

this behavior is reversed: the cross section decreases fo
creasingn and fixedM* @11#. The dependence of the cros
section onn for fixed Planck scale is convention-depende
and unphysical; we have adopted theMD convention to sim-
plify comparison with existing collider bounds.

Assuming a constant density of 1.0 g/cm3 for the Earth’s
surface near the detector, as is valid for IceCube, the ne
no’s interaction length in Earth is

L51.73107 kmS pb

s D . ~9!

The center of IceCube is at a depth of roughly 1.8 km.
neutrino reaching this point horizontally passes through 1
km of Earth. The cross sections corresponding to neutr
interaction lengths equal to these two lengths, that is,
horizontal and vertical depths of IceCube, are also given
Fig. 1. We see that for the geometric cross section,MD
;1 TeV, and neutrino energiesEn;109 GeV where the
cosmogenic flux peaks~see Sec. III!, black hole production
5-2



DETECTING MICROSCOPIC BLACK HOLES WITH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 124015
FIG. 1. Cross sectionss(nN→BH) for n56 and (MD ,xmin)5(1 TeV,1) ~solid!, (1 TeV,3) ~long dash!, (2 TeV,1) ~short dash!,
(2 TeV,3) ~dot-dash!, and parton cross sectionspr s

2 ~left! andpr s
2e2I ~right!. The dotted curve is the SM cross sections(nN→ lX). The

horizontal lines are the cross sections corresponding to interaction lengths equal to the vertical and horizontal depths of IceCube.~See text.!
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increases the probability of conversion in down-going n
trinos without increasing the cross section so much that
tical neutrinos are shadowed by the Earth. We therefore
pect significantly enhanced rates in neutrino telescopes.~On
the other hand, the upgoing event rates will be even m
suppressed.! For the exponentially suppressed cross sect
a similar enhancement is also possible forMD51 to 2 TeV.

Once produced, these tiny black holes evaporate with
lifetime of order TeV21;10227 s. Even though highly
boosted, they decay before accreting matter. They evapo
in a thermal distribution with temperatureTH5(1
1n)/(4pr s) @10,38# and average multiplicity@8,9#

^N&'
MBH

2TH
5

2p

11n FMBH

MD
G (21n)/(11n)

3F 2np (n23)/2GS 31n

2 D
21n

G 1/(11n)

. ~10!

Neglecting particle masses, the decay products are dis
uted according to the number of degrees of freedom@6#:
quarks~72!, gluons~16!, charged leptons~12!, neutrinos~6!,
W and Z bosons~9!, photons~2!, Higgs bosons~1!, and
gravitons~2!. We neglect the possibility of other low mas
degrees of freedom, such as right-handed neutrinos and
persymmetric particles. About 75% of the black hole’s e
ergy is radiated in hadronic degrees of freedom, while
probability of any given decay particle being a muon~or a
tau! is approximately 3%.

As through-going muons and taus will be a promisi
signal in neutrino telescopes, the typical multiplicity of bla
hole decays is of great importance. To quantify this, we
fine a weighted multiplicity

N̄5
1

s (
i
E

(xminMD)2/s

1

dx ^N& ŝ i~xs! f i~x,Q!, ~11!
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wheres is given in Eq.~6!, and^N& is as in Eq.~10! with
MBH

2 5xs. The weighted multiplicityN̄ is given in Fig. 2 for
various cases withn56 andMD51 TeV. For the geometric
black hole cross section, these multiplicities may be subs
tially enhanced for lowern; for the exponentially suppresse
cross section, the dependence onn is slight. We find thatN̄
;O(10) is possible for ultrahigh energy neutrinos. Note th
while raisingxmin and including the exponential suppressi
factor both suppress the total cross section, they have o
site effects onN̄: raising xmin eliminates events with rela
tively low multiplicity, and so raisesN̄, while the exponential
suppression is largest for events with largeMBH and large
multiplicity, and so suppressesN̄.

III. ASTROPHYSICAL SOURCES OF ULTRAHIGH
ENERGY NEUTRINOS

Observations of black hole formation and decay are m
easily made with neutrino fluxes that are large near or ab
the EeV scale. Several such sources have been propos
the literature. While a detailed discussion of these source
beyond the scope of this paper, we briefly describe her
few of them, including those used in our study.

First, neutrinos are almost certainly produced throu
pion decays in the scattering of protons off the cosmic m
crowave background,pgCMB→np1 @45#. This cosmogenic
flux is subject to a number of quantitative uncertainties,
cluding cosmological source evolution. As representat
fluxes, we consider the recent results presented in Fig.
Ref. @46#. These fluxes are shown in Fig. 3.

Second, gamma ray bursts have also been considered
possible source of the highest energy cosmic rays. If thi
the case, Fermi accelerated protons from shocks will ge
ate extremely high energy neutrinos with energy spectr
dFn /dEn}En

22 @47–50#. This neutrino flux, as well as thos
from other compact sources, such as active galactic nucle
limited by the Waxman-Bahcall~WB! bound@51#. This con-
5-3
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FIG. 2. Weighted multiplicitiesN̄ for n56, MD51 TeV, andxmin51 ~solid! and 3~long dash!, and parton cross sectionspr s
2 ~left! and

pr s
2e2I ~right!.
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straint is valid for all astrophysical neutrino sources that
optically thin topg andpp interactions. We consider a con
servative estimate of this bound,En

2 dFn /dEn51

31028 cm22 s21 sr21 @51#, where heren5ne ,nm ,n̄m .
This flux is also shown in Fig. 3. It is approximately equal
the cosmogenic flux forEn;1010 GeV, but is much larger
for lower ~and higher! energies.

Third, if the highest energy cosmic rays observed are g
erated by the annihilation of superheavy dark matter parti
or from the decay of topological defects, neutrinos will al
be produced. Such fluxes have been described in Refs.@52–
56#. We will not discuss these sources further, but note t
they may predict large neutrino fluxes at extremely high
ergies, enhancing the results given below.

FIG. 3. Representative fluxes: cosmogenicn ~dashed! and n̄
~dotted! @46# and the Waxman-Bahcall fluxFne

5Fnm
5Fn̄m

~solid!

@51#.
12401
e
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In propagating to the Earth, the neutrino fluxes of Fig
will mix @57#. Given the solutions preferred by neutrino o
cillation experiments and the enormous distances trave
we take the neutrinos that reach the Earth to be in the r
ne :nm :nt51:1:1 andsimilarly for antineutrinos.

IV. EVENT SIMULATION

With regard to signals at neutrino telescopes, black h
evaporation products may be divided into three categor
showers~hadronic and electromagnetic!, muons, and taus
Black holes also decay to neutrinos, but we neglect this fl
in this work.

The ranges of typical hadronic and electromagnetic sh
ers are much less than the linear dimension of large-s
neutrino telescopes, and so, to first approximation, only c
tained showers from black holes produced inside the dete
may be detected. The backgrounds for showers from bl
hole evaporation consist of hadronic showers from neu
and charged current neutrino events and electromagn
showers from charged current electron neutrino events
IceCube, hadronic shower energies should be measur
with an accuracy of about 30%.

In contrast to showers, at the typical energies of bla
hole events, muons travel several kilometers before losin
decade of energy. The dominant signal is therefore throu
going muons. IceCube can measure the energy and direc
of any observed muon. The angular resolution is ab
2° –3° while the energy resolution is approximately a fac
of three. Signal and background muons may therefore
differentiated with an energy cutoff. As we will see, fo
down-going muons with energy above 500 TeV to 1 PeV,
black hole signal may be well above the SM backgrou
from atmospheric neutrinos. Note that for black holes p
duced sufficiently near the detector, muon events may
obscured by showers. This occurrence is rare, however,
we ignore this possibility below.

At high energies, when tau decay is sufficiently time d
lated, taus have ranges as large or larger than muons, an
5-4
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the dominant tau signal is from through-going taus. Th
events have a characteristic signature consisting of a ‘‘cle
track, i.e., a track without much energy lost through lo
energy cascades. We will consider all events in which a
track passes through the detector. Taus can be different
from muons by the cleanliness of their tracks or through th
decays in the detector leading to ‘‘lollipop’’ events@58#, de-
scribed later in this paper. We assume that taus and mu
are distinguishable at all energies, although it will be diffic
to distinguish a slow muon of energy&200 GeV from a
very high energy tau, as they can both generate cle
through-going tracks in the detector.

Very massive black holes with large multiplicity deca
may evaporate to several muons~or taus!. However, these
travel in coincidence through the detector. Their angu
spread is onlyDu;TH^N&/En , much less than a degree, an
so cannot be resolved with large Cherenkov detectors suc
IceCube. Spectacular multilepton signatures are therefore
possible. Note, however, that more massive black holes
easier to detect, as they produce leptons with greater en
which travel further before dropping below the cutoff ener

To evaluate black hole detection prospects, it is essen
to determine, in a unified framework, both the SM bac
ground and the black hole event rate. We now describe b
of these calculations.

A. Standard model events

1. Showers

In the SM, a general expression for the total number
shower events in an underground detector is

Nsh5(
i , j

2pATE d cosuzE dEn i

dFn i

dEn i

~En i
! Psurv

3E
ymin

i , j

ymax
i , j

dy
1

sSM
j ~En i

!

dsSM
j

dy
~En i

! Pint , ~12!

whereuz is the zenith angle (uz50 is vertically downward!,
and the sums are over neutrino~and antineutrino! flavors i
5e,m,t and interactionsj 5CC ~charged current! and NC
~neutral current!. A is the detector’s cross sectional area w
respect to then flux, T is its observation time, and
dFn i

/dEn i
is the differential neutrino flux that reaches th

Earth. Fori 5t, Eq. ~12! is modified to include the effects o
regeneration, as discussed below.

Psurv is the probability that a neutrino survives to rea
the detector. It is given by

Psurv[exp@2X~uz!sSM
tot ~En i

!NA#, ~13!

whereNA.6.02231023 g21, and the total neutrino interac
tion cross section is

sSM
tot 5sCC1sNC. ~14!

Note that this is conservative, as it neglects the possibility
a neutrino interacting through a NC interaction and conti
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ing on to create a contained shower.X(uz) is the column
density of material the neutrino must traverse to reach
detector with zenith angleuz . It depends on the depth of th
detector and is given by

X~uz!5E
uz

r„r ~uz ,l !… dl, ~15!

the path length along directionuz weighted by the Earth’s
density r at distancer from the Earth’s center. For the
Earth’s density profile, we adopt the piecewise continuo
density functionr(r ) of the preliminary Earth model@59#.

Pint is the probability that the neutrino interacts in th
detector. It is given by

Pint512expF2
L

LSM
j ~En i

!G , ~16!

where, for showers,L is the linear dimension of the detecto
andLSM

j (En i
) is the mean free path for neutrino interactio

of type j. For realistic detectors,L!LSM
j (En i

), and soPint

'L/LSM
j (En i

). To an excellent approximation, then, th

shower event rate scales linearly with detector volumeV
5AL, and we present results in units of events/volume/tim

Finally, the inelasticity parametery is the fraction of the
neutrino energy carried away in hadrons. The limits of in
gration are determined by the interaction type and neutr
flavor. For NCne interactions and allnm andnt interactions,
ymax51 andymin5Esh

thr/En , whereEsh
thr is the threshold energy

for shower detection. For CCne interactions, the outgoing
electron also showers, and soymax51 andymin50.

2. Muons

Energetic through-going muons are produced only bynm
CC interactions. For a muon to be detected, it must reach
detector with energy above some thresholdEm

thr . The expres-
sion of Eq. ~12! then also describes the number of mu
events withPsurv as before, but with

Pint512expF2
Rm

LSM
CC~Enm

!G , ~17!

where Rm is the range of a muon with initial energyEm

5(12y)Enm
and final energyEm

thr . We assume muons los
energy continuously according to

dE

dX
52a2bE, ~18!

wherea52.0 MeV cm2/g andb54.231026 cm2/g @60#.
The muon range is then

Rm5
1

b
lnF a1bEm

a1bEm
thrG . ~19!

In this case,ymax512Em
thr/En andymin50.
5-5
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The event rate for muons is significantly enhanced by
possibility of muons propagating from several km into t
detector. Note, however, that this enhancement isuz depen-
dent: for nearly vertical down-going paths, the path length
the muon is limited by the amount of matter above the
tector, not by the muon’s range. This is taken into acco
explicitly in the simulations, and its effect will be evident
the results presented in Sec. VI.

At extremely high neutrino energies, the approxima
form Pint'Rm /LSM

CC(Enm
), often presented in the literature,

less accurate than the one used here, and the difference
be significant in scenarios in which the neutrino cross sec
is enhanced with respect to the SM value, such as the o
we explore in this paper. Note also that in this case,
expression forPsurv is conservative, as it demands that t
neutrino survive all the way to the detector, neglecting
possibility that it may convert a significant distance from t
detector and still produce a signal.

3. Taus

Taus are produced only by CCnt interactions. This pro-
cess differs significantly from the muon case, as tau neu
nos are regenerated by tau decay throughnt→t→nt @61#.
As a result, for tau neutrinos, CC and NC interactions do
deplete thent flux, but serve only to soften the neutrin
energy. We include this important effect by first performing
dedicated simulation that determinesĒnt

(Ent
,uz), the aver-

age energy ant has when it reaches the detector, as a fu
tion of its initial energyEnt

and zenith angleuz . The tau
event rate is then given by

Nt52pATE d cosuzE dEnt

dFnt

dEnt

~Ent
!

3E
ymin

ymax
dy

1

sSM
CC~Ēnt

!

dsSM
CC

dy
~Ēnt

!

3F 12expS 2
Rt„~12y!Ēnt

…

LSM
CC~Ēnt

!
D G

3Q„~12y!Ēnt
2Et

thr
…, ~20!

whereRt„(12y)Ēnt
… is the range of the produced tau, b

evaluated at the energy of the tau neutrino after regenera
Rt is given by Eq. ~19! but now with b53.6
31027 cm22/g @60#. The last factor takes into account th
requirement that the tau track be long enough to be identi
in the detector. We requireEt

thr.2.53106 GeV so that the
tau decay length is above 125 m, the string separation le
in IceCube. It is not clear, at this time, whether throug
going tau events will be separable from less energetic m
events. Those tau events that include one~lollipop events! or
two ~double bang events! showers in the detector volum
will be identifiable, however. The rate of down-going loll
pop events in a km3 neutrino telescope is expected to be
12401
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the order of the rate of down-going shower events, proba
slightly smaller. Double bang events will be mostly observ
for neutrino energies in a limited range between roughly
and 100 PeV@58#. Our results assume that all tau events c
be distinguished from muon events, although this may
difficult to realize.

As with muons, at very high energies taus can travel s
eral kilometers before decaying or suffering significant e
ergy loss. The enhancement to tau event rates from this e
is uz-dependent as discussed above for muons.

B. Black hole events

Black hole event rates may be determined with only m
nor modifications. For showers, the corresponding exp
sion is

NBH5(
i

2pATE d cosuzE dEn i

dFn i

dEn i

~En i
! Psurv

3E
0

1

dy
1

sBH~En i
!

dsBH

dy
~En i

! PintPBH~En i
!. ~21!

The survival and interaction probabilities are now

Psurv5exp@2X~uz!s
tot~En i

!NA# ~22!

Pint512expF2
L

LBH~En i
!G , ~23!

where

s tot5sSM
tot 1sBH , ~24!

with sBH the cross section for black hole production, a
LBH(En i

) is the neutrino mean free path for black hole pr
duction. As in the SM,L is the linear dimension of the de
tector in the case of shower events. We assumedsBH /dy
}d(y20.75), i.e., that 75% of the black hole energy is c
ried away by showers, and impose that the generated sho
has energy aboveEsh

thr to be detected.PBH(En)51 for
shower events.

In the case of muon and tau events,L is the corresponding
range for the average muon or tau energy. We assumeEm,t

5En /N̄, whereN̄ is the weighted multiplicity discussed i
Eq. ~11!. The trueEm,t distribution is essentially flat with
end points 0 and 2En /N̄. Our simplification is valid except
for lepton energies near threshold. In addition, spreading
lepton energy has two compensating effects, as some lep
below threshold become detectable, and some above thr
old drop below threshold. We have checked that the e
made is insignificant at the;10% level.

To account for the branching fraction to leptons, we
clude

PBH~En i
!512expF2

N̄~En i
!

30
G , ~25!
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TABLE I. Event rate for down-going showers~in 2p sr! with Esh
thr5500 TeV in IceCube. We consider th

Waxman-Bahcall@51# and cosmogenic@46# fluxes,MD51 and 2 TeV, and various cases (n,xmin ,ŝ), where

n is the number of extra dimensions,xmin[MBH
min/MD , andŝ is the parton level cross section for black ho

production.

WB flux Cosmogenic flux

Showers (km23 yr21) MD51 TeV MD52 TeV MD51 TeV MD52 TeV

Standard model 4.8 4.8 0.1 0.1

BH (6,1,pr s
2) 44.6 3.1 5.2 0.9

BH (6,3,pr s
2) 6.5 0.5 2.3 0.3

BH (6,1,pr s
2e2I) 18.5 1.2 2.1 0.3

BH (6,3,pr s
2e2I) 0.4 2.831022 0.1 1.531022

BH (3,1,pr s
2) 16.3 1.1 2.7 0.4

BH (3,3,pr s
2) 3.0 0.2 1.2 0.1

BH (3,1,pr s
2e2I) 3.8 0.2 0.5 6.131022

BH (3,3,pr s
2e2I) 2.931022 1.931023 8.631023 9.331024
ta
e
iv

w
ct
du

ne
p

SM
d

ve
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For

sen-
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to
the probability of obtaining at least one muon~or tau! in the
decay of a black hole when the expected muon~or tau! mul-
tiplicity is N̄/30.

V. RATES

The integrated event rates for showers, muons, and
are shown in Tables I, II, and III, respectively. We consid
IceCube, with a representative depth of 1.8 km. We g
results for variousn, MD , xmin , and with and without expo-
nential suppression in the parton cross section. Only do
going rates are presented. Up-going rates are, as expe
extremely suppressed in the presence of black hole pro
tion, as will be seen in Sec. VI.

For showers, the geometric cross sectionŝ5pr s
2 , and

MD51 TeV, we find a few events per year in each chan
for cosmogenic fluxes, and as many as tens of events
year for the WB flux. These event rates are far above
background. For the WB flux, bounds from AGASA an
Fly’s Eye will imply limits aboveMD51 TeV, but even for
MD52 TeV, we find reasonable rates. In this case, howe
12401
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the SM background will be important. For the exponentia
suppressed parton cross section, event rates are suppre
but not drastically so. In fact, forxmin51, ;O(1) event per
year is possible given the cosmogenic flux. Forxmin53, the
exponential suppression is large, and event rates are hi
suppressed.

Generally, event rates are on more solid footing for larg
xmin , where both the semiclassical production cross sec
and the assumption of thermal decay are more reliable.
showers, however, our event rate calculation relies es
tially only on the requirement that black holes decay to v
ible showers and is insensitive to the details of evaporat
At the same time, while the production cross section
black holes~or their stringy Planck mass progenitors@42#! is
subject to significant quantum corrections forMBH'MD ,
there is no reason to expect it to vanish or be greatly s
pressed. For showers, then, we find the requirementxmin51
reasonable.

Qualitatively similar conclusions apply for muons an
taus. While these event rates are suppressed relativ
shower rates by the branching ratio for black hole decay
TABLE II. As in Table I, but for the flux of down-going muons andEm
thr5500 TeV.

WB flux Cosmogenic flux

Muons (km22 yr21) MD51 TeV MD52 TeV MD51 TeV MD52 TeV

Standard model 6.0 6.0 0.2 0.2

BH (6,1,pr s
2) 27.7 2.6 4.9 1.1

BH (6,3,pr s
2) 12.0 1.1 4.9 0.7

BH (6,1,pr s
2e2I) 8.8 0.7 1.3 0.2

BH (6,3,pr s
2e2I) 0.6 4.631022 0.2 2.531022

BH (3,1,pr s
2) 14.0 1.2 4.2 0.6

BH (3,3,pr s
2) 7.1 0.6 3.5 0.4

BH (3,1,pr s
2e2I) 1.8 0.1 0.3 4.131022

BH (3,3,pr s
2e2I) 4.231022 3.131023 1.531022 1.631023
5-7
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TABLE III. As in Table I, but for the flux of down-going taus andEt
thr52.53106 GeV.

WB flux Cosmogenic flux

Taus (km22 yr21) MD51 TeV MD52 TeV MD51 TeV MD52 TeV

Standard model 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.1

BH (6,1,pr s
2) 15.1 2.2 5.0 1.2

BH (6,3,pr s
2) 7.7 1.0 4.5 0.7

BH (6,1,pr s
2e2I) 4.5 0.6 1.3 0.2

BH (6,3,pr s
2e2I) 0.5 4.431022 0.2 2.931022

BH (3,1,pr s
2) 8.7 1.1 4.1 0.7

BH (3,3,pr s
2) 4.8 0.6 3.1 0.4

BH (3,1,pr s
2e2I) 1.0 0.1 0.4 5.231022

BH (3,3,pr s
2e2I) 2.931022 2.831023 1.631022 1.831023
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leptons, they are enhanced by the possibility of muons
taus propagating from many km away into the detector.
find that these effects effectively balance each other. In
case of muons and taus, we have assumed thermal d
distributions, which may not be accurate forxmin'1. The
event rates are hardly reduced forxmin53, however; as noted
in Sec. II, the more stringentxmin requirement preferentially
eliminates events with low multiplicities, and so has litt
impact on lepton rates.

The muon flux is significantly larger for the WB flux tha
for the cosmogenic flux. This is straightforward
understand—the WB flux is larger at low energies. The
event rate is not as greatly enhanced, however. The tau d
length is 4.9 km (Et /108 GeV). While the WB flux en-
hances fluxes at low energies, the resulting taus decay be
they lose energy, and the tau range is therefore diminis
Larger low energy fluxes therefore do not enhance the
rate as significantly.

In addition to enhancing the SM event rates by more th
an order of magnitude, Tables I–III show that black ho
production may also change the relative event rates of

FIG. 4. Zenith angle distribution of shower events forMD

51 TeV, Esh
thr5500 TeV, and (n,xmin ,ŝ)5(6,1,pr s

2) ~solid!,
(6,3,pr s

2) ~long dash!, (6,1,pr s
2e2I) ~short dash!, (6,3,pr s

2e2I)
~dot-dash!. Also shown is the standard model prediction~dotted!.
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various channels. The ability of neutrino telescopes, uni
among cosmic ray experiments, to differentiate showe
muons, and possibly taus, allows one to measure these
tive event rates. Given sufficient statistics, this may prov
an important signal of physics beyond the SM.

VI. ANGLE AND ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS

Neutrino telescopes may also measure angle and en
distributions, providing additional opportunities to distin
guish black hole events from SM or other possible phys
and for constraining black hole properties.

The zenith angle distributions of SM and black ho
events for showers, muons, and taus are given in Figs. 4
and 6, respectively. Black hole production makes the Ea
even more opaque to ultrahigh energy neutrinos, reduc
the up-going rate, while increasing the probability of inte
action, and thereby the event rate, of down-going neutrin
In all cases, up-going events rates are below SM contri
tions. No sensitivity to black hole production is then e
pected when looking for up-going events.

The characteristic features of the zenith angle distribut
of showers compared to the distributions of muons and t
are also noteworthy. For showers, vertical fluxes are less

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for muon events withEm
thr5500 TeV.
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tenuated than horizontal ones, and so the angular distribu
is maximized for vertically down-going events. In contra
as noted in Sec. IV A, vertically down-going muon and t
events cannot benefit from muon and tau ranges beyond
depth of the detector (;2 km). The optimal direction for
muon and tau events is therefore closer to the horizon
scenarios with enhanced cross sections such as the on
are exploring in this paper, the neutrino flux is attenua
even in the horizontal direction as can be seen in Figs. 5
6. As a consequence, the quasihorizontal direction with sm
but positive cosuz, where the effects of attenuation are ma
mally offset by lepton range, leads to the largest rates.
muons, this optimal zenith angle is around cosuz'0.2. For
taus, with even longer ranges, it is cosuz'0.4. These are
general considerations that apply to the detection of ultrah
energy neutrinos in any scenario predicting enhanced c
sections with respect to the SM cross sections.

Energy distributions for the various channels are given
Figs. 7, 8, and 9. The energy distributions are clearly se

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4, but for tau events withEt
thr52.5

3106 GeV.

FIG. 7. Energy distribution of down-going shower events

MD51 TeV, Esh
thr5500 TeV, and (n,xmin ,ŝ)5(6,1,pr s

2) ~solid!,
(6,3,pr s

2) ~long dash!, (6,1,pr s
2e2I) ~short dash!, (6,3,pr s

2e2I)
~dot dash!. Also shown is the standard model prediction~dotted!.
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tive to xmin and the presence or absence of exponential s
pression in the parton cross section. Different types of eve
therefore probe different and complementary aspects
black hole production and decay. By measuring the dow
going energy distributions with reasonable statistics,
IceCube detector may be able to discriminate between
different possibilities. Note that to facilitate comparison wi
conventional presentations of SM rates at neutrino te
scopes, we have plotted distributions in initial neutrino e
ergy. Shower energies are related to these neutrino ene
in a fairly direct way, and the shower energy distributio
will have roughly the same shape. The energy distributio
of through-going leptons may be significantly distorte
however, as the lepton energy is a function of black h
multiplicity as well as the distance the lepton propaga
before reaching the detector. Note also that, while sho
energies should be well-measured, lepton energy meas
ments present significant challenges, especially for taus.
lipop tau events will be a clear tau signature with we
measured energy. However, determining the energy
through-going tau events will be difficult in IceCube as th

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for down-going muon events wi
Em

thr5500 TeV.

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 7, but for down-going tau events withEt
thr

52.53106 GeV.
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typically do not radiate and, therefore, appear similar
minimum ionizing muons with energy;200 GeV. More
detailed detector simulations will be necessary to effectiv
use the information from through-going taus described
this paper.

VII. PROSPECTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In the presence of TeV-scale gravity and extra dimensio
ultrahigh energy cosmic neutrinos may produce microsco
black holes in the surface of the Earth. We have explored
prospects for detecting such events in neutrino telesco
We considered contained showers, through-going mu
and also through-going taus.

The rates for a km3 detector, such as IceCube, are of t
order of a few per year in each channel forMD near current
bounds. These rates are well above SM backgrounds,
provide a significant opportunity to observe black hole p
duction. In several years of data taking at a kilometer-sc
neutrino telescope, it should be possible to probe most of
cases described in this paper: values ofMD well above 1
TeV may be within reach, and observable event rates
even possible for exponentially suppressed parton cross
tions. At the same time, these results imply that black h
observation at ANTARES and NESTOR appears unlike
given their effective areas of&0.1 km2. The RICE experi-
ment @62#, which aims to detect coherent Cherenkov rad
tion from electromagnetic and hadronic showers at frequ
cies of 100 MHz to 1 GHz, provides another interesting a
complementary probe with effective volume for shower d
tection reaching;1 km3 above a few PeV.

The expected rates for black hole events are, of cou
highly sensitive to the choice of neutrino flux. As this wo
was being completed, a paper also discussing black hole
neutrino telescopes appeared@26#. There, results for two
fluxes are presented: a ‘‘limit from hidden sources’’ flux a
a cosmogenic flux. The first flux is roughly equal to t
preliminary limit placed by the AMANDA experiment on
diffuse fluxes@63#. The WB flux we use is much more con
servative and is roughly 2 orders of magnitude smaller
variety of cosmogenic fluxes@64,65# are also considered in
Ref. @26#. Our ratios of black hole to SM rates are in agre
ment, but here, too, it appears we have chosen a more
servative representative flux, leading to a factor of 3 to
fewer shower and muon events from cosmogenic neutrin
The possibility of tau events, exponentially suppressed c
sections, and angle and energy distributions were not
dressed in Ref.@26#.

Relative to IceCube, the prospects for black hole det
tion appear to be slightly brighter at the Auger Observato
expected to be completed by 2004, where tens of events
year may be discovered@11,14,15#. For shower events
li,
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IceCube is scheduled to reach its ultimate goal of 1 km3 in
2009, but it will collect data continuously as it grows
stages, beginning with the existing AMANDA II detecto
reaching a volume of around 0.5 km3 in 2006. It is difficult
to model this time-varying detection volume, but by 2007,
integrated exposure of roughly 1 km3 yr will have been
achieved. The prospects for through-going muons are e
more promising, with effective areas for the existin
AMANDA array already well in excess of 0.1 km2 for
muons with energy above 107 GeV at the detector@66#.
Given the rates of Tables I–III, we conclude that, for sc
narios with MD near current bounds, IceCube may dete
black hole events along with the Auger Observatory bef
the CERN Large Hadron Collider~LHC! begins operation.

Of course, enhanced event rates alone are not necess
a signal of new physics. In particular, the uncertainty of
trophysical neutrino fluxes makes it difficult to determin
whether observed events result from the SM or new phy
based on counting experiments alone. Comparisons of qu
horizontal showers and Earth-skimming neutrino rates p
vide a powerful discriminant in ground arrays@11,15#. How-
ever, the possibility of measuring relative event rates in th
separate channels at IceCube provides a direct, unique,
complementary tool for distinguishing black hole even
from the SM and other new physics possibilities. As noted
Sec. VI, angular and energy distributions will also be help
to separate the signal of a large astrophysical flux from
signal of new physics. The separation of these channel
ground arrays and fluorescence detectors is extremely d
cult.

Given sufficient statistics, then, the information provid
by IceCube may provide information on black hole branc
ing ratios, and the various angle and energy distributio
may also help distinguish various properties of black h
production and decay. Black hole production may be the b
prospect for discovering extra dimensions in the near futu
and neutrino telescopes may be an excellent tool for study
them.
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